STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Riccarton Park at Riccarton
Date:
Friday, 15 July 2022
Weather:
Fine/Overcast
Track:
Synthetic
Rail:
True
Stewards:
M Davidson, R Haley, K Coppins, N Goodwin (remote)
Vet:
A Corser BVSc
Typist:
C McMullan
SUMMARY
Suspensions:
Fines:

Nil
Race

2
8

Warnings:

Race

2

Protests:

Race

2

Request for Ruling:
Horse Actions:

Nil
Race

7

Follow Up:
Rider Changes:

Nil
Race

8

Late Scratchings:

Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

C Barnes RED RUFUS
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $250
C Barnes TIFFEN
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $500
K Williams MISS TAVI
Shifting ground 100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)]
ATHENE 2nd v MISS TAVI 1st
Dismissed
ALEGRE
Required to barrier trial

RED SUNDAY
M McNab replaced J Chung (Injured)
9
DAUPHINE
K Williams replaced J Chung
Race
9
IHU
8.21am Veterinary advice
7
ALEGRE
3.00pm Veterinary advice (at barriers)
Received from C Carmine
Required for J Chung
ALL LIT UP, MISS TAVI, COMMITMENT, THE MOTIVATOR, STRIKE FORCE, BLACK CHEETAH,
FRANKIE THE FOX, TAVILIGHT, FIRST ROCK

GENERAL
J Chung was replaced on his last two rides by senior riders due to no apprentice riders being available. J Chung was
advised that a medical clearance will be required prior to riding next.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Canterbury Jockey Club @ Riccarton Park - Thursday, 30 June 2022
Race 4 - SPEIGHT’S MAIDEN (1600m)
CEEDOUBLEUJAY (M McNab) – Upon return to the stable, CEEDOUBLEUJAY underwent a veterinary examination
which included an endoscopic examination with results revealing the gelding to be suffering from a respiratory

infection. CEEDEOUBLEUJAY has now been put on a five day course of antibiotics and has also been sent for a freshen
up.
CAITLYN JAY (T Moseley) – Trainer Mr A Carston reported to Stewards that on Friday 1 July CAITLYN JAY underwent a
veterinary examination which revealed significant lameness and bruising starting to develop to the left front foot. A
Carston further advised that the mare has been placed on antibiotics and will be rested until the bruising and
lameness subsides.
Otago Racing Club @ Wingatui - Sunday, 3 July 2022
Race 2 - HIREPOOL MAIDEN (1400m)
VELARDE (T Moseley) – Trainer Ms J Burrows reported to Stewards that VELARDE has now been retired from racing.
Race 3 - SPEIGHT’S MAIDEN (2200m)
DUBLIN HUNTER (B Murray) – Trainer Ms A Hoffman reported to Stewards that DUBLIN HUNTER underwent a
veterinary examination on Tuesday 5 July which included an endoscopic examination which revealed Grade 4
Laryngeal Hemiplegia. A Hoffman further advised that the gelding has now been retried from racing.
Race 6 - NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE (1200m)
KERANY (S Muniandy) – Trainer Mr T Kennedy advised Stewards that KERANY is recovering well from the abrasions
and stitches it received to the left hind leg. T Kennedy further advised that the mare has been participating in light
track work however will not be returning to race day for at least four weeks.
RACE COMMENTS
Race 1
GRAND NATIONAL FESTIVAL TICKETS ON SALE MAAT (2200m)
STAR VISTA (K Asano) - Slow to begin. Had trouble obtaining clear running through the middle stages of the run
home.
SWEET VIRGINIA (B Murray) - Over raced on a slow tempo through the middle stages before being allowed to
improve forward to sit outside the leader near the 900 metres.
ALL LIT UP (M McNab) - Held up rounding the final bend until the latter stages of the run home, only gaining clear
racing inside the final 150 metres.
HEADS UP (K Mudhoo) - Lay in having to be corrected by its rider in the early stages of the run home.
PRIMA DONNA (K Williams) - When questioned about the performance of this favoured runner, rider reported the
mare had been taken on from the 800 metres which proved detrimental to its chances.
Race 2
WINTER FASHIONS 13 AUGUST (2200m)
RAINMAN (M Taylor) - Slow to begin, held up for the majority of the run home going to the line not fully tested by its
rider.
HEY SOUL SISTER (L Callaway) - Over raced in the early and middle stages. Briefly placed in restricted room passing
the 75 metres having to be steadied.
ATHENE (K Mudhoo) - Lay in throughout the run home and shifted in and away from MISS TAVI on at least two
separate occasions.
WHALE SONG (D Montes de Oca) - Held up for clear racing room until shifting ground outwards passing the 200
metres.

WANNABE ‘N’ PARIS (M McNab) - Placed in restricted room and had to be steadied passing the 100 metres when
outside runners shifted in under pressure.
K Williams (MISS TAVI) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount MISS TAVI to shift inwards under pressure
dictating ATHENE inwards onto WANNABE ‘N’ PARIS which was crowded and steadied passing the 100 metres.
C Barnes (RED RUFUS) - Admitted a charge in that she struck her mount RED RUFUS six times prior to the 100 metre
mark. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $250.
Following the running of the race the rider of the second placed horse ATHENE, K Mudhoo, lodged a protest with the
Adjudicative Committee alleging interference in the final straight by the first placed horse MISS TAVI. After
considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee dismissed the protest with the placings standing 1st MISS TAVI,
2nd ATHENE, 3rd RED RUFUS, 4th WHALE SONG.
Race 3
NZ CUP WEEK HOSPITALITY ON SALE NOW (1200m)
MISS OTIS REGRETS (M Taylor) - Began awkwardly. Had to be checked off heels when over racing passing the 900
metres.
EASYRIDER (J Chung) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
FETICHE (B Murray) - Over raced in the early stages whilst being restrained to take cover.
BLACKS POINT (K Asano) - Raced greenly throughout the run home and shifted ground outwards abruptly having to
be straightened passing the 100 metres.
Race 4
GRANDSTAND EATERY IN THE PHAR LAP (1400m)
HIGHLAND FLING (L Callaway) - Underwent a pre-race veterinary inspection after being kicked by another runner at
the barriers and was cleared to race.
TELLME YOU LOVEME (BB Hong) - Slow to begin.
CATALINA BAY (K Williams) - Slow to begin. Improved wide rounding the final bend and was inclined to lay in in the
run home.
PAGE THREE (M McNab) - Taken back from a wide draw to obtain cover.
LOCKRAAR (G Jogoo) - Crowded at the start losing ground.
OUR VINCERO (C Barnes) - Shifted out at the start crowding outside runners.
BEAUTY’S SECRET (D Montes de Oca) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
FOLKTALE (R Mudhoo) - Had to be severely restrained passing the 750 metres when improving quickly onto heels.
Held up rounding the final bend and in the run home, having to shift ground outwards until passing the 150 metres to
find clear racing room.
K Asano (ANTEATER) - Stewards enquired into the manner in which rider K Asano used his whip in the home straight
and could not be conclusively satisfied that he had contravened the rules.
Race 5
SPEIGHT’S (1400m)
The start was delayed approximately three minutes due to several runners proving difficult to load.

BELASARD (D Montes de Oca) - Began awkwardly losing considerable ground.
FINAL SAVINGS (M Taylor) - Slow to begin. Over raced in the middle stages and had to be steadied away from heels
passing the 900 metres.
SHOW ME CHAMPAGNE (K Williams) - Raced wide early having to be restrained to obtain cover through the middle
stages. When questioned about the performance of this favoured runner, rider advised she had got back after being
trapped wide early and was then obliged to improve wide rounding the final bend which was detrimental to the filly’s
chances today.
GREEN LUCK (M McNab) - Raced three wide with cover throughout. Rider reported that although he had been
trapped wide he had cover and the gelding had battled on fairly over the concluding stages and would take natural
benefit from today’s race.
LIGHT UP (T Jonker) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Placed in restricted room near the 250 metres
when GREEN LUCK lay in before being straightened by its rider.
SHANGHAI EXPRESS (J Chung) - Got its head up when over racing having to be steadied away from heels passing the
1000 metres.
LENNON (L Callaway) - Had to be steadied for a distance passing the 900 metres when improving onto the heels of
the runner in front.
Race 6
RICCARTON PARK FUNCTION CENTRE (1600m)
NORTOLOSE (T Jonker) - Raced ungenerously through the early stages. Raced three wide without cover throughout.
ALLASERA (C Carmine) - Over raced through the middle stages getting its head up on a number of occasions. Lost the
near side front shoe during the running.
VALYRIAN (BB Hong) - Briefly placed in restricted room when BLACK CHEETAH improved forward to lead passing the
400 metres.
Race 7
WINNING EDGE PRESENTATIONS (1600m)
ALEGRE (J Chung) - The start was delayed approximately five minutes when ALEGRE proved difficult to load rearing in
the barriers and reared over backwards dislodging its rider. ALEGRE was late scratched at 3.00pm on veterinary
advice. The connections were advised that ALEGRE must barrier trial to Stewards’ satisfaction prior to racing next.
Rider J Chung was attended to by St John Paramedics and transferred to a medical centre with a suspected rib injury,
and accordingly stood down from his remaining rides.
GOODANYA (C Barnes) - Underwent a pre-race veterinary inspection after being kicked in the barriers by ALEGRE and
was cleared to race.
ITS SO EASY (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin.
DOUBLE PROSPERITY (L Callaway) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
ORIGINAL GANGSTER (K Williams) - Crowded and checked near the 600 metres, with FRANKIE THE FOX also having to
be steadied at this point.
FRANKIE THE FOX (R Mudhoo) - Steadied to avoid heels near the 600 metres.

K Mudhoo (ITS SO EASY) - Spoken to advisedly regarding his extravagant whip action over the concluding stages.
D Montes de Oca (DA VINCI GIRL) - Defended a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount DA VINCI GIRL
to shift inwards when not sufficiently clear of ORIGINAL GANGSTER which was crowded and checked passing the 600
metres. After viewing replays and evidence from all parties the Adjudicative Committee dismissed the charge.
Race 8
MARTIN COLLINS (1600m)
The start of this race was delayed approximately three minutes due to the incident in the previous race and a second
ambulance being required.
TAVILIGHT (K Asano) - Over raced in the early stages.
MR GHIBSON (B Murray) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
HE’S TUNZA GRUNT (M Taylor) - Held up early in the run home having to shift ground inwards near the 300 metres.
C Barnes (TIFFEN) - Admitted a charge in that she struck her mount TIFFEN six times prior to the 100 metre mark.
After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $500.
Race 9
RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE (1200m)
IHU was a late scratching at 8.21am on veterinary advice with a veterinary certificate supplied.
OUR ROSETTE (K Kwo) - The explanation given to Stewards for the late declaration of rider was accepted on this
occasion.
MEDALZA (R Mudhoo) - Knuckled leaving the barriers losing ground.
FAME SHINES (L Callaway) - Slow to begin.
MAKE BELIEVE (K Mudhoo) - Bounded at the start losing ground.
LOVEBUG (BB Hong) - Began awkwardly losing ground.
MEGALOMANIAC (K Asano) - Raced four wide without cover throughout.
DAUPHINE (K Williams) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

